Brenda Brewer: Good day all and welcome to the CCT Review Plenary Meeting #11 on 1 June 2016 @ 13:00 UTC! Please note today's meeting will be recorded.

Stan Besen: I have no audio.

Carlos Raul: Can we get audio rights please?

Brenda Brewer: audio all set now! Good day all!

Carlos Raul: I have technical problem here

Carlos Raul: Safari does not work with Adobe anymore

Carlos Raul: And chrome does not work with my computer's mic

Carlos Raul: so I have to ask to a bridge call

waudo siganga: Good evening evryone. Its 4pm my time

Jonathan Zuck: microphone

waudo siganga: test

Carlos Raul: can't hear you waudo

Jonathan Zuck: Hi Jamie!

Jonathan Zuck: Hi everyone!

waudo siganga: I was testing the chat. It's ok now

Alice Jansen: Hi Waudo - we can hear some background noise - could you mute please?

waudo siganga: ok. sorry mic was on by default

Carlton Samuels: Howdy all

Calvin Browne: just BTW brown = Browne ;-) 

Carlton Samuels: I hear nothing? Are we all on?

Megan RICHARDS: I see that weather forecast for Brussels is continuous downpours until weekend when I leave and that for Washington where the weather is nice the downpours arrive when I do : -)

David Taylor: hello everyone

Alice Jansen: Hi Carlton - we are waiting for Jonathan's greenlight to start : )

Carlton Samuels: Ok. Thanks Alice. All good now

Alice Jansen: @Megan - I know EXACTLY what mean : -)

Alice Jansen: Calvin's revised SOI is available on this page -->

https://community.icann.org/display/CCT/Composition+of+Review+Team

Megan RICHARDS: its better
David Taylor: I can't hear Carlton unfortunately
waudo siganga: me neither
Calvin Browne: can't hear anything
waudo siganga: sorry I was offline about 5 minutes
waudo siganga: a general thought is that while outreach under the ASP was fine there was need to have a wider program of outreach outside the ASP. There are many potential applicants who can pay if well explained to. They do not need the ASP. Looks like I'm offline again
waudo siganga: ok posted
waudo siganga: but I cannot hear anyone
waudo siganga: above the chat I can see active speakers but I have no incoming audio
waudo siganga: perhaps I can request staff to call me if possible +254722395900
Brenda Brewer: Yes, Waudo. Thank you.
waudo siganga: thanks now I'm on phone
Stan Besen: Has ICANN staff conducted a "post mortem"?
waudo siganga: Brenda I disconnected the phone coz now I have the Adobe audio back
Brenda Brewer: Thank you Waudo.
waudo siganga: there is general awareness for all Internet users which is important for building up demand, then there should be targeted awareness for decision-makers
waudo siganga: the channels depend on the objective. To have good general awareness for the population radio, tv etc are important
waudo siganga: for the decision makers one-on-one and smaller group presentations
Carlton Samuels: @Waudo: Yes, these are some of the drivers we used for defining communication channels
Eleeza Agopian: @Stan: The main "post mortem" is the Program Implementation Review Report, which includes a chapter on the Applicant Support Program and related outreach efforts.
Eleeza Agopian: Here's a link to a summary and for downloading the report:
https://newgtlds.icann.org/en/reviews/cct/implementation
Eleeza Agopian: From the community perspective is the final report of the Joint Applicant Support Working Group:
Megan RICHARDS: he was probably an unemployed IT scientist : -)

waudo siganga: I can join that small group

Alice Jansen: Thank you, Waudo - noted

waudo siganga: mass media is cheap - e.g. interview on CNN

waudo siganga: so ICANN has to make gTLDs big news

waudo siganga: Yes. Willing

waudo siganga: let's firm the small group in DC

Eleeza Agopian: Re: outreach. I'd also refer the group to 8.4 of the Program Implementation Review on all the communication efforts related to the Program.

waudo siganga: how much data were they expecting would be available at this time?

waudo siganga: I expect a review based on data

Megan RICHARDS: Also we are not carrying out the review for and on behalf of NTIA but on behalf of the whole ICANN community - the AoC has been integrated into the new ICANN bylaws

Alice Jansen: Can we set a deadline for questions?

Megan RICHARDS: right - AoC was shorthand for the essential bits

Alice Jansen: Note: You will be receiving calendar invites with remote participation details from Brenda shortly

Megan RICHARDS: only if you show us your photos : -)

David Taylor: Yes, but I will be getting in a bit late

Alice Jansen: We have dinner plans for the RT on Monday evening

Carlos Raul: something beeery pls

Alice Jansen: : -)

Carlton Samuels: @Carlos: LOL

Carlos Raul: yes

Carlos Raul: BEER

Calvin Browne: i'm interested - but I can't get the tick thing going

Carlos Raul: weather looks warm

David Taylor: I think beer is generally sold in DC : -)

Megan RICHARDS: can't find my green button but will try to be there

Carlos Raul: in view of the high prices in helsinki, we have to drink in advance

David Taylor: @Megan it is above your red button : -)

Alice Jansen: Note: no dinner plans for Tuesday - only Monday
Megan RICHARDS: yes - walking distance pls!!
Carlton Samuels: Adams Morgan is in walking distance I hope?
Megan RICHARDS: thanks David ! no red button either today
waudo siganga: any uber arrangement
Megan RICHARDS: show us the photos !!
Carlton Samuels: I just want you to say that! I lived in DC for 14 years once at 13th & O NW
Megan RICHARDS: no your photo exhibition : -)
waudo siganga: the staff audios are all faint. Maybe you ask Jonathan where he bought his microphone
Jonathan Zuck: ha ha! Years of theater!
Eleeza Agopian: @Carlton -- I lived at 11&W for 3 years. : )
Carlos Raul: run STan run
Carlos Raul: : )
Megan RICHARDS: maybe it's a drill
waudo siganga: It may be real fire dont take chances
Megan RICHARDS: @Carleton @Eleeza I lived on Prospect Street for 3 years : -) (Georgetown)
Alice Jansen: Comments on the project list are due today in fact
Megan RICHARDS: Carlton - sorry
Eleeza Agopian: Here's the project list: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_3MOtzb-9Ow2-TeFs19OoBQl1kP6e73kJKvDYW3Bk/edit
Alice Jansen: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_3MOtzb-9Ow2-TeFs19OoBQl1kP6e73kJKvDYW3Bk/edit
Eleeza Agopian: Alice and I think at the same time. : )
Megan RICHARDS: project looks fine to me
Alice Jansen: Market definitions draft also need to be shared prior to DC
Carlos Raul: Will do! Promised
waudo siganga: ok
Alice Jansen: Happy to send the email, Jonathan
David Taylor: sorry but cannot hear you Carlton
Alice Jansen: Safeguards & Trust members - please refer to
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rOcb5IlbkUfTF2CuM5OF7Ztb2wHPjp_tyq5bg14UklY/edit?usp=sharing for your reading list assignments. Laureen would like you to put together your
observations/findings for each of your reading assignments in the template available at:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19IF1WAi66X0yOkPR9vz2EMTfTSfGrWEsmMkJmXE3XahM/edit?usp=sharing

Carlos Raul: difficult to hear again...

waudo siganga: unable to follow Carlton. Too faint

waudo siganga: are copies of the 5 presentations available. If so, link please

Stan Besen 2: I am back.

Carlton Samuels: I gave a quick doc. I can share that

Calvin Browne: some did presentations - I did not ....

Alice Jansen: @ Waudo, yes, they are available at -

https://community.icann.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=58727388

Carlton Samuels: @Alice: Great!

waudo siganga: Great to know your safe Stan. We paused your presentation

Megan RICHARDS: not burned Stan - good !!

Carlos Raul: What is the official name of this page on the screen?

Carlos Raul: Laureen’s Hypothesis Template?

Carlos Raul: looks good, agree with David

waudo siganga: Looks good to me as well

Alice Jansen: Hi Carlos - yes, Laureen would like you and your fellow S&T members to use the template to share your observations on your reading assignments -

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19IF1WAi66X0yOkPR9vz2EMTfTSfGrWEsmMkJmXE3XahM/edit?usp=sharing

waudo siganga: I prefer the Y/N

Carlos Raul: Alice

Carlos Raul: I mean the page that we see on the screen

Carlos Raul: Is it the same as in the Google doc?

Carlton Samuels: Went silent!

Carlton Samuels: OK. Back it seems

Alice Jansen: not 100% the same but it's pretty much the same, yes

Jonathan Zuck: "subsequent procedures"
Karen Lentz 2: Note also Bylaws 4.6: For each of its recommendations, the CCT Review Team should indicate whether the recommendation, if accepted by the Board, must be implemented before opening subsequent rounds of new generic top-level domain applications periods.


Alice Jansen: A&E slides Jonathan is using are available at:
https://community.icann.org/download/attachments/58727397/Application%20and%20Evaluation%20data%20%20%20Brainstorming%20slides%20v3.pptx?version=1&modificationDate=1464785097000&api=v2

Carlos Raul: yes

Carlos Raul: it works

Carlton Samuels: Appli-can't Survey...clever indeed: -)

Carlos Raul: Either we drop rounds, or we drop the assumption the the new gTLDs are "generic"

Carlos Raul: but we can't keep both

Carlton Samuels: @Calvin: The reason for non-renewal were violation of the time commitment to operationalize, no?

waudo siganga: could be useful to find out why they dropped out after paying $185,000 and signing the RA

David Taylor: I think the reason for these African new gTLDs being withdrawn would be an interesting thing to know. Also goes to the outreach issues

Carlton Samuels: Saw it on Domain Wire but the claim is ICANN pulled the plug because of violation of the RA

Carlos Raul: no prob

waudo siganga: I agree it could have a bearing on outreach

Carlos Raul: can wait

waudo siganga: yes

Carlton Samuels: @Outreach issue - could be a question of what did they know and when did they know it

waudo siganga: the thing is, after defensive registration you discover there is no threat

David Taylor: @waudo, yes but this is late in the day and you would know of other applicants on Reveal Day back in 2012 and dropping then saves a bunch of cash. I had a number of applications who dropped at that stage.

waudo siganga: probably anticipated demand can also fail to materialise
Jamie Hedlund: That's a lot of opinion. It might be helpful to get data on how outreach was done and whether it supports the claims that it was done only in Brazil and through ccTLDs.

waudo siganga: Outage. On UPS now for a few minutes then its goodbaye!

Carlton Samuels: @Carlos: For the record, I am interested in seeing answers so hypotheses you propose are embraced.

Jonathan Zuck: exactly

Carlton Samuels: We need data points now

Carlos Raul: the first dataoint is on how to measure "underserved"

waudo siganga: Did all potential applicants have equal opportunity to apply?

waudo siganga: Bye for good now see you in DC

Carlos Raul: @Stan Washington f2f is around teh corner

Carlos Raul: good target to reach next week

Megan RICHARDS: rapporteurs not rappateurs - although a "RAPP auteur" could be interesting : -)

Carlos Raul: Early october is very close to Hyderabad dates......

Megan RICHARDS: If associated with ICANN meeting then if at same time as ICANN itself creates conflicts

Stan Besen 2: I am completely unavailable in early October.

Megan RICHARDS: so is that 5-6 November ?

Megan RICHARDS: can staff give us exact dates pls?

Carlton Samuels: Thanks Carlos. Was about to point out

Carlos Raul: no prob

Carlos Raul: either before or after

Carlos Raul: It is my last GNSO council meeting.....

Carlos Raul: so won't loose much

Megan RICHARDS: or 10-11 I suppose

Megan RICHARDS: I think after suits me better but will go with majority

Carlton Samuels: If we go 1-2 November then any f2f before would be useful for a late September f2f.

Megan RICHARDS: you are welcome to come to Greece for late August !

Carlos Raul: Great Idea late August

Carlos Raul: And Magean pays for dinks in the Egean

Carlton Samuels: @Jonathan. I would support earlier than later too but vacation for lots

Carlton Samuels: @Alice jsut noted. : -)
Megan RICHARDS: not just drinks!!
Jamie Hedlund: That was meant in jest.
David Taylor: : -)
David Taylor: Can we include early September dates also?
David Taylor: 1-15 SepN
Jamie Hedlund: Ok with me.
Megan RICHARDS: for me from 5-14 Sept ok
Carlos Raul: I love weekends
Kaili Kan: weekends are fine for me
David Taylor: Just depends on the weekend of course!
Carlos Raul: I just have to take my wife with me.....
Carlton Samuels: Thank you all. See you next week
Megan RICHARDS: bye
Kaili Kan: Bye